Fault delineation study using soil–gas method in the Dharamsala area, NW Himalayas, India
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Abstract

Soil–gas activity in the vicinity of neotectonic fault zones within the Dharamsala area in the region of the NW Himalayas, India, has been investigated by determining enhanced concentration values of radon and helium in the soil, using an ionization chamber and an ASM 100 HDS (Alcatel), respectively. A geological map of the area was used for site selection and to locate the predicted courses of faults. Elevated levels of radon and helium in the soil gas were found along a profile of a major fault (MBT-2). Radon shows variation not only due to the tectonic structures but also due to change in lithology. Helium and radon anomalies together show that apart from conspicuous thrust MBT-2, the area under study is cut across by the N-S transverse faults/lineaments.
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1. Introduction

Many studies in tectonic areas have shown a possible correlation of soil–gas anomalies with tectonic activity (Ciotoli et al., 1998; Yang et al., 2003; Fu et al., 2005; Walia et al., 2005a, 2006). It has been found that active blind faults that are not exposed at the surface can be detected by soil–gas surveys (Fu et al., 2005; Walia et al., 2005a). Radon and helium play predominant roles in fault delineation and earthquake precursory studies (Toutain and Baubron, 1999; Chyi et al., 2005; Fu et al., 2005; Walia et al., 2005a, b, 2006; Yang et al., 2005, 2006) and both are products of uranium/thorium decay series. Radon due to its short half-life displays poor intrinsic mobility, while helium is characterized by its high mobility and low solubility in water. Due to these reasons, helium shows a highly diffusive character with diffusion coefficient (1.68 cm\textsuperscript{2}/s) about ten times higher than that of N\textsubscript{2}, O\textsubscript{2} and CO\textsubscript{2}. Due to its characteristics and deep origin with respect to radon, helium appears as a powerful pathfinder for crustal discontinuities, faults and fractures (Ciotoli et al., 1998; Font et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2008). Short-term fluctuations of the helium flux have been used as a possible precursor of earthquake activity (Walia et al., 2006). The present study aims at assessing the relationship between soil–gas radon/helium distribution and thrust/neotectonic fault zones in the vicinity of tectonically active area of Dharamsala in the region of NW Himalayas, India.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Study area

Himalayan orogen is a by-product of the continent-to-continent collision due to the convergent movement of the Indian plate towards the Eurasian plate. A series of major thrust planes, the main central thrust (MCT), the main boundary thrust (MBT) and the main frontal thrust (MFT), have been formed as a result of these processes (Gansser, 1964).
Fig. 1. Geological and tectonic map of the area under study along with sampling profiles (namely, AA′, BB′, CC′, DD′ and EE′), whereas sampling points are marked by hollow circles, tectonic features (MBT = Main Boundary Thrust, MCT = Main Central Thrust) and drainage systems (SK = Sarah Khad, CK = Churan Khad, MJK = Manjhi Khad, MK = Manuni Khad, DK = Darun Khad) (modified after Mahajan et al., 1997).

Dharamsala area of the NW Himalayas lies on the southern slope of the Dhauladhar range. The area is seismically active. Diverse lithology within a short span of distance makes the study area tectonically significant and shows the features of ductile shear zone due to the presence of distinct thrust planes. From south to north these are MBT-2 (locally known as Drini Thrust), MBT and MCT (or Chail Thrust) (Fig. 1). Diverse lithology (Mahajan et al., 1997) within a short span of distance makes the study area significant both tectonically and environmentally. The individual formations and groups are separated from one another by longitudinal thrust systems (Mahajan and Virdi, 2000) (Fig. 1) and the area is cross-cut by transverse faults/lineaments trending northeast–southwest. Kumar and Mahajan (2001) have correlated the Kangra earthquake (1905) and the Dharamsala earthquake (1986) with MBT and its subsidiary Drini thrust in the north-east to south-west direction while the Dharamsala earthquake (1978) is correlated with a transverse fault.

2.2. Sampling procedure

To carry out the investigations in the soil gas, transverse profile surveys were conducted across the probable fault locations of MBT-2. During these surveys soil–gas samples were collected along the traverses crossing the observed structures and were analyzed for radon and helium. Soil–gas samples were collected in sample bags at a depth of about 0.7–1.0 m by using a hollow steel probe method described elsewhere (Walia et al., 2005a; Fu et al., 2005).

3. Results and discussions

The results of soil–gas concentration variations of radon and helium distribution along the five profiles are shown in Fig. 2. During the investigation 40 samples were collected for helium (using 1 litre bags) and radon (using 3 litre bags) analyses, covering an area of 40 km² along all the five profiles.

In order to identify possible threshold values of anomalous soil helium and radon concentrations, various statistical methods have been used by different authors in the past (Guerra and Lombardi, 2001; Fu et al., 2005; Walia et al., 2005a). In our context due to weak deep gas leaks, helium anomalies are defined as the concentration on or above 5.30 ppm, because there is no potential source to generate additional helium relative to air near the ground process. In the case of radon concentration, statistical threshold value of gas anomalies is fixed at mean plus one standard deviation (1σ) for each profile and anomalously high and low values were neglected, which may
cause unnecessary high deviation and perturb the real anomalies. The soil radon anomalies cannot be fixed absolutely for whole data set as radon emanation is effected by many other parameters. The threshold values are marked by dotted and solid lines in each graph for helium and radon, respectively (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Variations of radon and helium soil-gas concentrations along each profile viz., (a) A-A’ (b) B-B’ (c) C-C’ (d) D-D’ (e) E-E’, where the horizontal lines represent the threshold value (i.e. Average + 1 Standard deviation for radon and 5.3 ppm for helium) used to identify the anomalies.
The sampling points are almost equally distributed on both north and south sides of MBT-2 as shown in Fig. 1. The spatial distributions of helium and radon gases along each profile are shown in Fig. 3. The sample locations are marked in ascending order along the profiles from south to north (Fig. 1), e.g. A-A' profile starts from point A (numbered A1) and finishes at point A' (numbered A10). Helium concentration varies from 5.24 to 5.46 ppm and radon concentration shows a variation from 37 to 754 kBq/m³. The highest values of both helium and radon were recorded at point E3 (Fig. 2e). These high values of radon and helium at point E3 are reconfirmed by re-sampling and also by sampling at few meters away from point E3A (Fig. 2e). Soil–gas flux is found to be low in Siwaliks/sandstone as compared with alluvium. The average radon concentration in Siwaliks/sandstone is found to be 60 kBq/m³ with a standard deviation of 18 kBq/m³, whereas the average radon concentration in alluvium is many folds higher. Point C1 shows the lowest value of radon, i.e. 37 kBq/m³ (Fig. 2c), and has the helium concentration of 5.24 ppm equal to the air concentration of helium. The low values in sandstone/Siwaliks shows that the basement is more compact and has low porosity as compared with alluvium which hinder the radon migration. Due to this fact, almost no radon anomaly was recorded in sandstone/Siwaliks, but helium does show some anomalies (Figs. 3a and b). Good example of this pattern is clearly observed at point A10 (Fig. 2a) where helium anomaly is observed (Figs. 2a and 3A), but radon concentration shows no anomalous value (Figs. 2a and 3A) although this point is almost located on MBT-2. This clearly indicates that radon variation is not only effected by the tectonic structures but also by the change in lithology.

Spatial distribution of helium and radon data points along the profiles across the MBT-2 shows that helium has more number of anomalies (i.e. 18) (Fig. 3A) as compared with radon (i.e. 11) (Fig. 3B). Coexisted spatial distribution of helium and radon (Fig. 3C) shows better results than individual gas species used for this study. In all the three cases (i.e. for individual radon,
Fig. 3. Spatial distribution of soil-gas data points and anomalies (solid circles): (A) Helium (in red) (B) Radon (in blue) and (C) Coexisted anomalies in both helium and radon (in green).
helium and coexisted anomalies) anomalous values are observed along the location of MBT-2 (Fig. 3). Anomalies are not only recorded along MBT-2 but also along Churan Khad (CK), Manuni Khad (MK) and Darun Khad (DK). These anomalies indicate the presence of lineaments along this drainage system (Figs. 1 and 3). A similar kind of intersection pattern of longitudinal thrust and transverse lineaments is observed along Manji Khad (MJK) (Fig. 1) and in the adjoining area of Dharamsala (Dhar et al., 2002).

4. Conclusions

Soil helium and radon gas patterns, combined with morphological and geological observations, can supply useful constraints for deformation tectonic environments. The present study concludes that radon concentration not only varies with tectonic features but also with the change in lithology. From the radon and helium anomalies it was observed that the anomalies are not only distributed on the conspicuous thrust MBT-2 but also along the drainage system in the study area. Anomalies along these drainage systems indicate the presence of transverse lineaments which are intersecting the longitudinal thrust (MBT-2). Intersection of these two fault systems might have made the region tectonically active and interesting for the further studies.
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